
Smooth One  
Engine oil supplement 

Smooth One is multi-functional engine oil supplement with  

Nano Technology ,its advanced formula is specially 

developed for the latest engine generation. Smooth One  
has antioxidant, friction modification and anti wear properties. 



Smooth One  
Engine oil supplement 



Smooth One  
Engine oil supplement 

When added in to engine oil under operation you can 

feel magical difference and driving smoothness in just 15 

-20 kilometers of run. 

 

 

Just Try Once ! 



Features 

 Increases engine output power 

Decreases Engine  wear 

 Reduces fuel and oil consumption 

 Improves load carrying capacity of the lube-film 

 Improves cold start 

 Prolongs engine lifetime. 

 Reduces engine noise level 

 Reduces oil Temperature 

Does not affect the viscosity of your engine oil 
like most additives. 

Can be added to all type of engine oil 

 

 

 



How to Use? 

 Add Smooth One treatment in  engine 

oil in crankcase or mix before in engine 

oil while oil change 

 Start the engine and let it run for at least 

15 minutes and feel the difference 

 

Suitable for all type of 4- stroke 
bikes  

 



What our customers said? 

 Mahender,  from Warrangal, Telangana-  

I have used Smooth One in my Santro Model 

2010, running – 130,000 km, LPG Modified 

Before usage of Smooth One - Engine was 

noisy , lack of power  

After use of Smooth One - I realized noise 

reduction, smoothness, Fuel economy gone 

up from 18KM/LIT to 19.5 KM/L, Pick up 

increased dramatically. 

 



What our customers said? 

Mr. ANIL PUNE CHAKAN  

Two wheeler, HERO HONDA SPLENDOUR 2010, Running 215,000 km 

I am in to sales job and travel almost 100- 120 km every day, my bike engine is 

worn and needed overhaul, oil top was needed and was getting fuel economy 

of 58 kmpl before, lot of noise and low pick up  

After usage of Smooth One I observed my engine noise was become calm and 

smooth just like new bike 

Find increases acceleration and pick up, no oil was required for top up and 

additionally my fuel economy I am getting is 72 KMPL  

Thanks to Smooth One 



What our customers said? 

Mr. YOGESH PUNE 

I have hero Honda splendor model 2010 Running 1,75000 km, my mechanic 

 told me to go for engine work.I added Smooth One in engine oil and felt  

smoothness, improved pick up, fuel economy increased from 58 KMPL to 

 70 KMPL.I have used Smooth One for three times with every engine oil change 

  and not done engine overhaul, satisfied with Smooth One performance 

 

Mr Imran  BEED Maharashtra 

I have added Smooth One in my Pulsar 150 , got engine more smoother,  

more refined, got better pick up and driving pleasure 

I have told my mechanic and he has also got impressive results. 
 



What our customers said? 

AMAR PUNE  

I am bike lover got different bikes like Bajaj Entiser, Yahama Rx100,  

Enfield bullet. I have tried Smooth One formula and got awesome 

 performance like smoothness, pick up, power, mileage  

I recommend Smooth One to all. 

 

MR. OBERAI PUNE CIAZ  

I have got Suzuki Ciaz brand new of running 25,000 km, I added Smooth One 

 got smooth performance, I got surprising performance at  

Amrutanjan Ghat at Mumbai Pune expressway climbed it on top gears 

 very smoothly before my ciez was struggling at top gears. 
 



What our customers said? 

Mr. Abhinav Ahmednagar Yamaha R15 

I added Smooth One in my Yamaha R15 , got extreme smoothness, increased pick up, 

 my fuel economy increased from 55 to 60 kmpl , I recommended to my biker  

club members. 

 

Mr Ajit Sitapure ( two wheeler Mechanic) PUNE 

I heard about this product from my customer I decided to check its actual performance  

on ground.I put average bottle on my old Bajaj CT 100 , added petrol of 100 ml and  

found average of 5.2 km in 100 ml.Afrer that I added Smooth One in same oil run bike 

 for 100 kilometer, found engine very smooth, lesser vibrations again I tried fuel test 

 in 100 ml petrol and got 5.7 km , almost 7-8 % more fuel economy. I have given VIDEO 

 of this test to Smooth One Representative in Pune .Really nice product. 

 

MR. GAVALI SOLAPUR ( BULLET SPECIALIST MECHANIC) 

I have bullet workshop from my father time, We service  almost 4-5 bullets every day,  

I am using Smooth One in every bullet and my customers has become fan of  

Smooth One. 

 



What our customers said? 
MR. Datta Patil ,PATODA BEED ( MECHANIC TWO WHEELERS)  

I am in to this business of two wheeler servicing from last 20 years,  

I am fascinated by performance by Smooth One, I have never tried similar  

product before, really smooth, more average, more pick up.  

I recommend Smooth One to my all customers. 

 

Mr.Kanak Sinh, Vadodara, Gujarat 

I have recently purchased used Ford Figo (Diesel), this car has already 

 run 1,75,000 Kilometers. Car had problem that it was not crossing  

Speed of 60 KMPH. I added Smooth One and dramatically, now I can drive  

Same car on 100 KMPH with same acceleration. It is smoother and diesel 

 average has also improved. 

 

Mr.Mukesh Shah, Vadodara, Gujarat 

I have used Smooth One in APE diesel 3 wheeler. I got very good results, 

 on highways, with full load my 3 wheeler was so smooth that I didn’t feel like  

I am driving a diesel 3 wheeler.  


